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The positions with the best outlook

Wings
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wing posts. In addiDoyle, a 190-pound senior, who captured the PCC discus crown last spring. Another good end is Don
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boy whose conversion placement with three minutes left gave
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There

95 foreign students on
campus this year, hailing from nations from Canada to India.
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The Cosmopolitan Club, organized last spring, reported having
a great deal of fun as v/ell as
learning from the students, both

foreign and American.
Campus clothes will be the order
of the day.
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Class Bills
Initial Field Jaunt

and veteran Bob Anderson carry

Students from the general geolclasses will take their first
ogy
most of the load at center.
field trip of the year along the SkyTwo parts of the Shipkey accordian certain not to fold are the line Trail of the
Cascades to Colguards and tackles, where each spot is loaded with at least three lier Glacier next Sunday.
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rt. Shift Freedom
2. Fully Standard Keyboard]
3. Finger-Flow Keys,
4. Speed Spacer
5. Acceleration
6. Rapid Ribbon Changer)
7. Line Finder
8. Time Saver Top
9. Back Spacer
tO. Movable Paper Guido
tt. Three-point Paper Feed,
12. 2-way Paper Bail
13. Tilting Paper Table
14. Paper Scales
15. Left and Right Margin Stops'
16. Shift Lock
17. Line Space Selector
18. Line Space & Carriage,
Return Lever
19. Full-size Cylinder
20. Line-end Warning Bell
21. Automatic Ribbon Reverse'
22. Left and Right Shift Keys
23. Air-Flight Carrying Case
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Dr. L. W. Staples, associate professor of geology, K. E. Gair, assistant professor of geology, and

Grein ; Fullbacks Carlson and Laird; Halfbacks Bill
Ray Sims,
Graves; and Guards Bob Antonick and Gordon
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14 mile hike. The group will make
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